GLOBAL EDUCATION NETWORK SOCIETY’s
TEACHERS DAY CELEBRATION AT GBS
As a part of its rich tradition GBS Hubli celebrates teacher’s day every year by inviting senior teachers from various
fields. This tradition was set in the very first year when GBS was just three day old in Sept-2007. So far GBS Hubli
has felicitated Prof. Abdul Karim, Prof C.C.Dixit, Prof SrinivasTopkhane,Prof M B Rao , Mrs Dalwai Pattan, Mr
Hiremath, Prof Giraddi Govindraj, and Prof G S Amur.
This year Prof. Tigadi founder Director Kousali Institute of Management Studies Karnataka University Dharwad and
Prof. Ashok Chachadi were invited on the occasion of teacher’s day celebration.
Prof. M.N.Manik Co-ordinated the event. The event was presided over by Dr. Ramakant Kulkarni with welcome
speech. Prof. Tigadi was felicitated by his students Prof Chachade, Prof Ramakant Kulkarni and Prof Nitin
Dhopeshwar whereas Prof.Chachadi was felicitated by Dr.M.N.Manik. Prof Tazin Prof Jagdesh Patil and others
Prof. Chachadi addressed on the occasion giving elaborate introduction of Prof Tigadi highlighting Prof Tigadi’s life
and achievements sand shared how his teachers molded him at various levels of his education whether it is primary or
secondary, U G or P G. He shared some of his experiences as a student when he was persuing his MBA at KIMS
under Prof. Tigadi how strict and principled Prof Tigadi has remained even today. Dr Chachadi considers him as his
great professor and role modal
Prof. Tigadi gave key note address on the teachers day occasion he mentioned his days with foreign faculty and Indian
faculty. Prof. Tigadi was greatly influenced by the discipline of his PG teachers abroad and Indian professors for their
knowledge, values, commitment. He shared some of his moments spent with Dr. Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan and Pandit
Jawaharlal Nehru.
During that time Pandit Nehru invited Prof Tigadi to come back to India and serve the country, valuing his words
Prof.Tigadi returned to India and settled here. During his speech he mentioned some of the great teachers he came
across to name few… Prof. S.K.Niranjan as well as likes of Y.B.Chavan (Indian Economic Association). Prof.
Ramswamy. T.R.Gadgil (Director Gokhakhale School of Economics).Prof. Lakhadawala. Prof. C N Vakil.
He shared his association with Sri Pranab Muharjee and Dr Manmohan singh.
The programme concluded with vote of thanks by Dr.M.N.Manik.,
All faculty members, admin staff and students were present during the occasion. Later students organized various
games and activities for faculty and staff at GBS premises.
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